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INTER- AND INTRA-RACIALHOMICIDES the church along lines congenial to National Socialism. Later, in the stage of "entrenchment," the Nazis utilized even more extreme measures in their drive to complete the regimentation of the church. The period of the "decline" witnessed increasing hostility among churchmen culminating in clerical participation in the assassination attempt. Finally, in the period of military defeat (comparable to the uprising and overthrow), the churchmen attempted to purge religious ideology of any Nazi taint and to remove pro-Nazi clergymen from positions of influence. The activities in these various stages would appear to be at least
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roughly comparable to phenomena occurring at the same time in the relationship of the dictatorship to the political institutions. A possible deviation from the pattern is the existence of a state of "strategic retreat" when there was a temporary lull in the drive of the state to bring religious institutions under its control. It is quite possible that there may be other important differencesin the pattern of state behavior in reference to other institutions and we need case studies of the relationship of other groups before we can properly evaluate the validity of this hypothesis in connection with contemporary regimes.



RESEARCH NOTE ON INTER- AND INTRA-RACIAL HOMICIDES HAROLD GARFINKEL HarvardUniversity



HE purposes of this paper are first, to furnish materials dealing with the treatment afforded white and colored offenders involved in inter- and intra-racial homicides, and second, to submit a hypothesis to account for the peculiarities of the data that emerge when the various indices of treatment, i.e. types of trials, indictments, convictions, sentences, are categorized by race of offenderand victim. The data cover the eleven year period, January 1, 1930 to December 31, 1940. The data were collected from the death certificates and Superior Court records of ten counties in North Carolina: Alamance, Caswell, Chatham, Durham, Granville, Guilford, Orange,Person, Rockingham, and Wake. Three cities, Raleigh, Durham, and Greensboro are located in this area. The discussion that follows is based on 673 instances of homicide which involved 821 offenders.' T



1 The fact that many instances of homicide involved more than one defendant and/or victim raised certain questions about the arrangement of the data for analysis. If instances of homicide were taken, there were 673 cases. If all defendants were taken, 821 cases were available. To have used all instances as 100 percent would have entailed the use of a summary card to represent those cases where more than one defendant and/or more than one victim were involved. There were 101 such instances involving 247 defendants. The princi-



Of 689 instances that were found, 16 were rejected for lack of information regarding race and sex pal difficulty of following such a procedure was encountered in the problem of determining which sentence to use to represent the case. This difficulty might have been overcome by allowing the principal defendant to represent the case. The shortcomings of this procedure lay in the fact that an important intent of the study, namely, to discern differentials in the treatment of Negro and white defendants would have been lost. This was especially true in the cases involving Negroes versus whites, where, contrary to what might popularly be assumed, the sentences were not "all of a piece" but indicated by their disparity that the various offenders in a given instance had been clearly marked off from each other in the course of trial. To have used the "principal"defendant would have resulted in a picture distorted in the direction of severity of treatment given to Negroes. Because there was only one instance in which white and Negro victims were involved-the other instances involving victims who were homogeneous as to racethe procedure was adopted of using the term case or offender to mean a defendant considered by the courts as implicated in the slaying of a given race of victim. No more cases were defined for a given multiple instance than the number of defendants. The following table shows the distribution of offenders or cases by the simple or complex character of the instance. The following symbols have been used: "N" means Negro; "W" means white; "M" means male;
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of offender and/or victim; of 839 cases, 18 were rejected because of a similar lack of information.



homicides made up 90 percent of the 821 cases; inter-racial homicides, barely 10 percent. Of



TABLE 1 PERCENTAGEDISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY RACE, AND RACE AND SEX OF OFFENDERS AND VICTIMS*



MN-MW MN-FW FN-MW FN-FW



No.



Percent



42 7 2 0



5.1 .9 .2 .0



51



6.2



MW-MW MW-FW FW-MW FW-FW



W-N



N-N



W-W



N-W



No.



Percent



134 12 12 7



16.3 1.5 1.5 .9



165



20.2



MN-MN MN-FN FN-MN FN-FN



No.



Percent



403 101 56 21



49.1 12.2 6.8 2.6



581



70.7



No. Percent



MW-MN MW-FN FW-MN FW-FN



24 0 0 0



2.9 .0 .0 .0



24



2.9



821 = 100 percent M = male; F = female; W = white; N = Negro; - = "versus" * The data in this and succeeding tables cover the period January 1, 1930 to December 31, 1940 for the following ten North Carolina counties: Alamance, Caswell, Chatham, Durham, Granville, Guilford, Orange, Person, Rockingham, Wake. FINDINGS



Number of Cases (Table 1) Generally speaking, the men and women of this region killed their own kind; Negroes killed Negroes and whites killed whites. Intra-racial "F" means female; "-" means versus, or considered as the slayer of; "D" means defendant; "V" means victim; "s" means a single person, D or V, involved with no other; "m" means a single person, D or V, involved with others.



All cases



821 51 165 581 24



Simple: Homogeneous as to race of D and/or V 574 21 99 441 13 sD-sV 214 25 51 130 8 mD-sV 17 0 8 9 0 sD-mV 4 0 4 0 0 mD-mV Complex: Races of D's and/or V's were mixed 1 MW and 2MN-1 MW 1 MW and 1 MN-1 FW 1 MW and 1 MN-1 MN 1 MW and 2 MN-1 MW 2 MW-2 MW and 2MN



3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 - - - 2*



* Represented as W-N because of the circumstances of the case.



the 821 cases, almost 71 percent involved Negroes against Negroes and 20 percent involved whites against whites. Of the remaining 9 percent, which represented out-group offenses, Negroes and whites were involved in 6 percent of the cases, and whites against Negroes were involved in the remaining 3 percent. Two-thirds of all the cases involved males of the same race as offenders and victims. Almost half of all the reported cases involved male Negro slayers and victims. The next largest category, representing one-sixth of all the cases, involved male white slayers and victims. Female slayers were for the most part involved with male victims, and then almost entirely with male victims of their own race. Where male slayers were involved with female victims, the two races differed markedly. While 12 percent of all the cases involved male Negro slayers and female Negro victims, only 1.5 percent of the cases involved male white slayers and female white victims. There were no inter-racial-inter-sexual homicides which involved white offenders. Negro males, however, were tried in the courts as slayers of both sexes of whites, while female Negro offenders were involved with male whites but not with female whites. In absolute numbers there were more cases of Negroes than whites involved in inter-racial homicides. In percentage terms, however, whites were



INTER- AND INTRA-RACIALHOMICIDES somewhat more frequently involved with members of the other race than were Negroes. Thirteen percent of all white slayers were involved in interracial homicides while 8 percent of Negro of-
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Trial Experience (Tables 2, 3) We shall speak of three stages of trial: indictment, charge, and conviction.3 The percentages of all the cases in each of the four classes of of-



TABLE 2 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ALL OFFENDERS REMAINING AT INDICTMENT, CHARGE, AND CONVICTION



All cases........................................ Indictment: First degreemurder.............................. Seconddegreemurder............................



N-W



W-W



N-N



W-N



100.0



100.0



100.0



100.0



94.0 2.0



83.6 3.0



91.3 3.8



70.9 8.3



Manslaughter ...................................



2.0



7.9



3.4



20.8



Other........................................



2.0



5.5



1.5



0.0



68.6 1.9 3.8 13.7



44.2 6.6 8.5 17.0



52.9 7.9 4.5 21.4



41.6 8.3 25.0 20.8



22.0



23.7



13.3



4.3



29.4 31.4 9.8 9.8 19.6



6.7 27.3 20.0 6.6 38.4



2.6 35.4 35.6 3.1 23.3



0.0 34.2 16.7 12.5 36.6



Charge: First degreemurder.............................. Seconddegreemurder............................ ................................... Manslaughter .................... Second degree-or-manslaughter Lesser charges and Nol Pros .......



...............



Conviction:



................. First degreemurder............. ................. Seconddegreemurder........... ................................... Manslaughter Other........................................ Acquittaland dismissal..........................



Percentagesare basedon the followingfigures:N-W 51; W-W 165; N-N 581; W-N 24, the over-alltotal being 821. Eachof thesetotalsrepresentsall the casesin eachof the offender-victimcategories. TABLE 3 CONVICTIONSFOR OFFENDERS CHARGED WITH FIRST DEGREE MURDER



No. All convictions .35 First degree murder.15 Second degree murder.14 Manslaughter ................................ Other .5



1



N-N



W-W



N-W



Percent



No.



Percent



No.



Percent



100.0 42.9 40.0 2.0 14.2



73 11 40 12 10



100.0 15.1 54.8 16.4 13.7



307 15 162 119 11



100.0 4.9 52.8 38.8 3.5



W-N



No. 8 0 5 2 1



fenders were so involved. No cases were found for MW-FN, FW-MN, FW-FN, and FN-FW.2



fenders remaining at the three stages of the definition of the offense is shown in Table 2.



2For purposes of economy of presentation and clarity of expression the terms N-W, W-W, N-N, and W-N will be used throughout the remainder of the paper to mean, respectively, Negro versus white, white versus white, Negro versus Negro, and white versus Negro. "M" and "F" as modifiers mean respectively male and female; i.e. MN-FW means male Negro offender versus female white victim.



3 By "indictment" we mean the offense as it is defined by the Grand Jury in its "True Bill." After the indictment has been rendered, the case is turned over to the county solicitor who is the county's prosecuting attorney. On the basis of his examination of the case he may recommend that the indictment be changed so that the offense as it is presented in court may be legally defined differently than the definition proposed by the
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mits. Comparatively fewer cases of N-N than W-W were nol prossed or defined as lesser crimes than manslaughter. As they were finally disposed of, cases were concentrated in convictions for 20, manslaughter, and to a lesser extent, in acquittal or dismissal. Indictments, charges, and convictions of whites versus Negroes. W-N were 'indicted for 10 and manslaughter. There was as much percentage change of indictment for W-N as there was for N-N, both categories showing less change than N-W and more change than W-W. Most of the change of definition of the offense involved a change from an indictment of 10 to a charge of 2?or-manslaughter-as-the-evidence-permits. Compared with the other categories, fewer cases of W-N were changed to lesser charges than manslaughter or nol pros. The cases were disposed of by acquittal, and convictions of 2' murder, with a considerable percentage of cases convicted of manslaughter and lesser offenses. No cases of W-N were convicted of 10. This is to be compared with almost 30 percent of N-W that were convicted of 10. Two types of patterns can be seen at indictment: (a) the pattern for N-W, W-W, and N-N, which shows a concentration of indictments for 10, with the other indictments being more or less evenly distributed among indictments for 20, manslaughter, and lesser offenses, and (b) the pattern for W-N, which shows two points of concentration, 10 and manslaughter, with no indictments for less than manslaughter. Two types of patterns emerge again at the point where the solicitor entered the charge for which the defendant was tried. First, there is the same similarity noted before between the distributions for N-W, W-W, and N-N. For all three there is a concentration of offenses defined as 10, with GrandJury. It may be that the defendantenters a another though lesser concentration for 2 0-orplea of somekind. In any case, the term, "charge"reThe secmanslaughter-as-the-evidence-permits. fers to the offenseas it was definedat the time that the a concenthat for shows ond pattern type, W-N, the refers to the considered Conviction case. court offenseas it was definedin the court'sfinaljudgmentof tration in the three categories of 10, manslaughter, and 20-or-manslaughter. the case. 4For economyof presentationthe expressions10 and Three patterns, each quite different from the 2? are used to mean respectively"firstdegreemurder" others, emerged after judgment. The first patand "seconddegreemurder." tern, that for N-W, showed strong and almost equal Afterexamininga case the solicitormay decidethat concentration of convictions for 10 and 2? murder. an indictmentof 10 is not suitablewhile at the same The pattern that describes the distribution of contimeambiguitiesaboutthe case,orlegalstrategiesmake a flat charge of 20 or manslaughterinadvisable. lie victions for W-W and N-N showed a concentramay then enterthe chargeof "seconddegreemurderor tion of convictions for 20 and manslaughter, although a greater percentage of W-W than N-N manslaughteras the evidencepermits."'



Indictments, charges, and convictionsof Negroes versus whites. N-W were indicted for 104 murder and convicted of 1?and 20. This category showed fewer changes of indictment than did any of the other three categories. Particularly is this true of changes from an indictment of 1? to a charge of "2?- or -manslaughter- as - the - evidence -permits."5 While this would tend to bear out ordinary expectations, there is an accompanying anomaly. Changes from indictments of 10 to nol pros and to charges less than manslaughter were fully as large in relative percentages for N-W as changes for the other three categories of offenders. This can be seen in Table 2. Peculiarly enough, the largest number of changes of indictment for N-W were changes from 10 to nol pros or to charges less than manslaughter. Indictments, charges, and convictions of whites versus whites. Although they were principally indicted for 10, W-W were indicted to some extent for lesser offenses. The changes of indictment for the W-W group were similar in pattern to the changes for N-W although the changes were spread over a greater number of categories for W-W than for N-W. As the definition of the offense changed for W-W it changed from an indictment of 1? to (a) 2?-or-manslaughter,or (b) to lesser charges than manslaughter, or (c) to judgments of nol pros. W-W were disposed of through acquittal, or conviction of either 20 or manslaughter. Indictments, charges, and convictions of Negroes versus Negroes. N-N were overwhelmingly indicted for 10. The percentage of change between indictment and the offense as it was defined for the jury was as great for N-N as it was for W-W. The distribution of changes in the N-N group, however, showed a concentration in the ambiguous class of 20-or-manslaughter-as-the-evidence-per-
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INTER- AND INTRA-RACIALHOMICIDES were finally dismissed. The third pattern is that of W-N with its heaviest concentration of convictions for 20, with similar though lesser percentages of convictions for manslaughter and lesser offenses. There were no convictions for 10 murder. Table 3, which shows how offenders charged with 1? murder were convicted, bears out in finer detail the different patterns of convictions for the three offender-victim categories.



Types of Trials (Table 5) Most of the cases of N-W and W-W charged with first degree murder were tried by jury. The few cases of W-N similarly charged, were tried in equal numbers by judge and jury, while most of the cases of N-N were tried by judge. Under the rules of trial procedure in North Carolina, trial by judge is possible only if the defendant enters a plea of guilty to some degree of crime



TABLE 4 INDICTMENTSFOR FIRST AND SECOND DEGREE MURDER BY SOLICITOR's DEMAND



All indictmentsforfirstandseconddegreemurder.. No changeasked.............................. Changeasked................................. Changeaskedto: Seconddegree.............................. Manslaughter.............................. ......... ...... Second-degree-or-manslaughter Other....................................



No.



Percent



No.



48 41 7



100.0 85.4 14.6



144 106 38 6 3 29 0



0 0 7 0



W-N



N-N



W-W



N-W



No.



Percent



No.



100.0 73.6 26.4



552 387 165



100.0 70.1 29.9



19 13 6



15.8 7.9 76.3 0.0



26 7 126 6



15.8 4.2 76.4 3.6



0 1 5 0



Percent



TABLE 5 TYPES OF TRIALS OF OFFENDERS CHARGED WITH FIRST DEGREE MURDER



All trials.................................... Trial by judge................................ Trial by jury*................................ ........ Trial by jury fromanothercounty...... Changefromtrial by jury to trial by judge.....0..



N-N



W-W



N-W



W-N



No.



Percent



No.



Percent



No.



Percent



No.



38 8 29 (3)



100.0 23.7 76.3 (7.9) 0.0



85 20 53 (3) 12



100.0 23.5 62.4 (3.5) 14.1



332 223 84 0 25



100.0 67.1 25.3 0.0 7.5



11 5 6 0 0



* Includesitemsin rowentitled,"Trialby juryfromanothercounty."



Solicitor'sDemand(Table 4) While changes of indictment were asked for all of the four categories of offenders, there were marked discrepanciesin the frequency with which changes were requested for the various classes of offenders. Changes were least frequently asked for N-W and most frequently asked for W-N. Changes were asked in approximately 15 percent of the cases for N-W and in 6 out of 13 cases of W-N. Changes were requested for W-W in 26 percent of the cases and for N-N in 30 percent of the cases. In all four categories the principal changes were from 10 and 20 to 2 ?-or-manslaughter-as-the-evidence-permits.



which is less than 1? and which is acceptable as a plea to the court. If the plea is accepted by the court, the trial is held by the judge to determine the appropriate punishment. This plea may be entered before the trial begins or during the course of the trial. Only cases of W-W and N-N entered such pleas of guilty during the trial so that a change of trial took place for them. No such changes of trial were found for W-N and N-W. A little less than half of all the W-W who were tried by judge entered pleas of guilty prior to trial, while something around 90 percent of N-N who were tried by judge entered pleas of guilty before trial. Finally, it
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might be noted that only for cases of N-W and W-W were requests made and granted for trial by jury selected from a county other than the one in which the crime had been committed.



the mandatory sentences of death and life imprisonment, respectively, to assault with a deadly weapon, abortion, and aiding and abetting a felony. A distinctive pattern of sentences can be ob-



TABLE 6 DISPOSITION OF OFFENDERS CHARGED wITH FIRST DEGREE MURDER



All .................................... Acquitted .................................... 0-9 years .................................... 10-19 years .................................. 20-29 years .................................. 30 years .................................... Life imprisonment ............. Death ....................................



...............



N-N



W-W



N-W No.



Percent



No.



Percent



41 6 2 1 4 9 4 15



100.0 14.6 4.9 2.4 9.7 22.0 9.7 36.6



101 28 16 12 22 9 3 11



100.0 27.7 15.8 11.9 21.8 8.9 3.0 10.9



-



W-N



No.



Percent



No.



372 65 137 77 59 18 1 15



100.0 17.5 36.8 20.7 15.9 4.8 .3 4.0



11 3 2 2 3 1 0 0



TABLE 7 SENTENCES GIVEN TO OFFENDERS CONVICTED OF FIRST AND SECOND DEGREE MURDER



All sentences ................................. 0-9 years .................................... 10-19 years .................................. 20-29 years .................................. 30 years .................................... Life imprisonment ............. Death ....................................



...............



N-N



W-W



N-W No.



Percent



35 1 1 5 9 4 15



100.0 2.8 2.8 14.3 25.7 11.4 42.9



No.



59 3 10 23 9 3 11



Percent



No.



Percent



100.0 5.1 16.9 39.0 15.3 55.1 18.6



223 44 71 73 19 1 15



100.0 19.7 31.8 32.7 8.5 .4 6.7



W-N No.



7 0 1 3 3 0 0



TABLE 8 DISPOSITION OF OFFENDERS CHARGED WITH SECOND DEGREE MURDER, MANSLAUGHTER, AND "SECOND-DEGREE-OR-MANSLAUGHTER"



All ...................... Acquitted ................................ 0-9 years ................................. 10-19 years ................................ 20-29 years ................................. 30 years ..................................0



W-N



N-N



W-W



N-W No.



No.



Percent



No.



Percent



No.



9 3 4 1 1



55 29 20 3 3



100.0 52.7 36.3 5.5 5.5 O O.



200 61 103 22 13 1 O



100.0 30.5 51.5 11.0 6.5 .5



13 8 3 0 0 2



Disposition of Offenders(Tables 6, 7, 8, 9) Table 6 shows how offenders charged with first degree murder were finally disposed of. The sentences are those given for convictions ranging from 1? and accessory before the fact, which carry



served for each of the three offender-victim categories, N-W, N-N, and W-W. An insufficient number of cases of W-N made percentage expressions impractical for this category. The cases of N-W fall into a U-shaped distribution with the
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INTER- AND INTRA-RACIALHOMICIDES heaviest concentration found at extreme severity of punishment, while another, but milder concentration is found at acquittal.6 The pattern for N-N might almost be described as the converse of the N-W distribution. Unimodal in character, it is heavily weighted by the lighter punishments, with the convictions for manslaughter being reflected in the heavy concentration in sentences of 10 years or less. Unlike either of the other two, the pattern for W-W suggests a comb, with concentrations at acquittal, moderately severe sentences, and extreme punishment. the effect of acquittals and sentences given WVhen for lesser crimes is removed, the patterns of sentences given for convictions of first and second degree murder are almost exaggeratedly different from each other. The same three types of pat-



years and at the extreme penalties. Only 5 percent of the cases of W-W received less than 10 years, compared with 20 percent of the N-N who were so punished. Of the seven cases of W-N who were convicted of second degree murder, six received sentences of 20 years or more. Table 8 shows the disposition of offenderscharged with 20, manslaughter, and "20-or-manslaughter." Peculiarly enough, of the 9 cases of N-W so charged, 3 were acquitted, and 4 received sentences of less than 10 years. A striking difference as far as interpretation is concerned, is found between the disposition of N-N and W-W. For the two modes of disposition, acquittal and less than 10 years, the two types of cases are the converse of each other. In the cases of N-N, 30 percent were acquitted and 50 percent were given some-



TABLE 9 SENTENCES GIVEN FOR CONVICTIONSOF MANSLAUGHTER



No.



Allsentences ............................... 0-4 years .................................. 5-9 years .................................. ............................... 10-14 years . 15-19 years................................ 20 years (max).0



7 3 2 1 1



terns are found in the essential forms noted previously, although now there is no question of the severity of punishment given to Negroes who were convicted of second degree murder of whites. If sentences for N-W pushed the limits of severity of punishment, the sentences for N-N, in their concentration within a sentence range of 10 to 29 years, with comparatively fewer cases found in the extremes of punishment, bespoke a more "moderate" regard. The pattern of sentences for W-W is rather complex. The comb effect is very clear. Concentration occurs at the moderate range of 20 to 29



No.



32 17 12 3 0 0



W-N



N-N



W-W



N-W



Percent



No.



Percent



100.0 53.1 37.5 9.4 0.0 0.0



211 107 74 17 12 1



100.0 50.7 35.1 8.1 5.7 .5



No.



4 3 0 1 0 0



thing less than 10 years, while W-W were acquitted in 53 percent of the cases and were given less than 10 years in 36 percent of the cases. N-N showed a heavier concentration than did W-W in the heavier sentences for crimes defined out of the charges of 20, manslaughter, and "2?-or-manslaughter". The actual sentences given for convictions of manslaughter are almost identical in the relative numbers of W-W and N-N who were given less than 15 years. N-N alone received sentences of 15 years or more for convictions of manslaughter. DISCUSSION



6 Under the provisions of North Carolina statutes,



death is a mandatory sentence for convictions of first degree murder, while life imprisonment is mandatory for convictions of accessory before the fact. Hence it is possible to consider these two as extremes of punishment and lump them together, thus resulting in a "U" shaped distribution for N-W.



The indices of treatment for each of the four offender-victim categories will be interpreted with the use of four types of social definitions of the situation of trial which were employed by participants making up the white court. These definitions are rather tentative. They are offered
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not only in the sense of their possible accuracy, explanations of the significances of the distribubut in the sense of the implied method of effecting tion of cases as the distributions represent the excomparisons of treatment. The attention of the pressions of repressive concern for violated values. reader is called to the fact, for example, that within We hope that we are not unduly trying the reader's the interpretive contexts employed here, differ- patience by asking him to allow our types to stand, entials of treatment may exist even in the face of for the purposes of this discussion. The fact that the types are "intuitively" derived means that the numerically equivalent indices of treatment. The interpretations are based on the view that constructions have no better than 'if ... than" the processes of trial consist of activities oriented status. Their empirical character remains to be to the reinstatement of desecrated communally worked out by more antiseptic investigative prosanctioned values. As the locus of magic and cedures. The following sequences of key phrases repreritual, the trial serves the long list of functions beginning with the recognition of crime and crim- sent elements of the white courts' regard for the inal and ending by providing the agencies of crime four types of cases. repression with the means of invoking proper Negroesversuswhites authority by which to either absolve the desecrator of his stain or to require that the stain be wiped a. Acceptanceof the act as objectivelycriminal,the objectivity stemmingfrom a deeply sentimentalperout by appropriate punishment. suasion. It is the specificcriminalityof the act that From the point that murder is "recognized" comprisesthe essentialmeaningof the actionfor the until the case is finally disposed of, the offender court. So certainly is the presentationof Negrois involved in a system of procedures of definition white homicidedefinedas heinouslymurderousthat and redefinition of social identities and circuma definitionin any other terms constitutesa distorstances. These definitions represent the ways of tion of reality. attending, the "attitude" in Edmund Husserl's b. There is a compulsionto allocate responsibility;a compulsionto see that "Justiceis done." sense of this term,7 with referenceto which offender and offense mean whatever they do mean as ob- c. Trialprocedureis markedby its sacredritualcharacter. Thereis a senseof administeringa sacredtrust, jects of court treatment. It is with reference to this trust being acquiredthroughproperinvocation objects which mean as they do in such frames that of the ultimatemoralauthorityof "God"and "Sothe significance of the indices of treatment is ciety." found. d. The court is orientedtowardthe ultimate non-emWe have relied upon a personal and summary pirical end of Justice. The means employed are evaluation of actual trial situations which were sacredlyempiricaland non-empirical. The distincwitnessed by the investigator in the area from tion betweenpunishmentand dismissalis basedon the deep lying sentimentof what Justicerequires. which the data were taken. To avoid the charge of circular reasoning-that is, the indices of treat- Summaryreaction:Get the nigger who is responsible ment suggest the terms of the social definitions for this. which are then used to explain the indices of treatment-the procedure actually should have been: Whitesversuswhites investigation of the elements of the courts' defi- a. Thereis a strongpersuasionas to the criminalityof the act. This persuasionis tempered,however,by nitions, to constructed definitions of regard, to the fact that the tying of a suspectto the act, and to 7 The relation between the offender as an object of some extent the persuasionof criminalityof the act itself, rests upon regardfor "the evidence." social treatment and the way in which the object is atb. There is a compulsionto allocate responsibility;a tended to is intended here in the sense of the relation becompulsionto see that Justiceis done. tween object and "attitude" as it is described in the phenomenological researches of Edmund Husserl, Aron c. The ritual of the trial is secularas well as sacred. Thereis a senseof administeringa sacredtrust,with Gurwitsch, Alfred Schuetz, Dorian Cairns, and others. this trust being acquiredthroughproperinvocation For further elaboration the reader is referred to the folof moraland legal authority. lowing writings: Edmund Husserl, Ideas: General Ind. There is the orientationtoward the ultimate nontroductionto Pure Phenomenology, translated by W. R. empiricalend of Justice. The means,however,are Boyce Gibson (New York: The Macmillan Company, secularlyempiricaland non-empiricalin character. 1931), pp. 212-281; Alfred Schuetz, On Multiple RealiThe compulsionthat Justicebe done takes the form ties, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, v. 5, that Justicebe allocated"in light of the evidence." no. 4 (June, 1945), pp. 533-575.



INTER- AND INTRA-RACIALHOMVICIDES The distinction between punishment and dismissal is based on the deep lying sentiment of what Justice requires. Summary reaction: This man must be tried. If he is guilty he'll get what's coming to him; if he isn't, he'll be set free.



NegroesversusNegroes a. Though there is a persuasion that the act being considered is a criminal one, there is a lack of persuasion as to its specific criminality. The defendant's "character," for example, is a meaningful component in defining the criminal character of the act. b. Although there is a marked drive to assign responsibility, it is possible to enter into tactical exchanges regarding the meaning of the sentiment that "Justice must be done." c. Secular ritual marks the trial. There is little sense of administering a sacred trust. Any authority may be invoked. d. The court is oriented toward an amorphously formulated meaning of Justice as an ultimate end. Evaluation of crime and criminal is marked by the comparative lack of moral pieties and the presence of utilitarian modes of considering the act. The distinction between punishment and dismissal is based on a utilitarian regard for the consequences of either alternative. Summary reaction: Murder? Another one? Who is the man? Where is he from? Whom did he kill? Are we going to try him or did he enter a plea?



WhitesversusNegroes a. No particular persuasion of the criminality of the act unless it is an inclination to discount its criminality. Criminality is involved as objectively undeniable where white values are threatened. The fact of the crime taps no deep lying sentiments of wrong but is seen rather with reference to sentiments of serious misdemeanor. Evaluation may be carried out at the level of utilitarian considerations regarding the consequences for the defendant of a particular evaluation. b. No compulsion to allocate responsibility; no recognition of the sentiment that "Justice must be done" insofar as this sentiment bears on the problem of expiation of sin. That Justice must be done refers instead to the compulsion to establish the reasonable character of the act. c. Secular empirical ends characterize the orientations of trial tactics. Authorities for trial action may be sacred or secular. d. The court is oriented toward the end of Justice which is defined in secular terms. The presence in the evaluation of choice of interpretation, and the lack of moral compulsions makes possible pronouncements of degrees of guilt. The distinction between
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punishmentand dismissalis basedon the reasonable justificationof either alternative. Sumaryreaction:Murder? Why did he kill him? We shall limit our task of interpretation to the distributions of indictments, charges, convictions, and sentences as these are given for the four offender-victim categories in Tables 2, 6, and 7. In light of the regard types framed above, it is suggested that the high percentages of indictments for 1? in the cases of N-W is the result of the fact that indictments for lesser offenses are not "thinkable." To propose alternative and lesser deflinitions of the offense either at the point of indictment or as future possibilities would simply be a breach of fitness. By comparison, the high percentage of indictments for N-N occur precisely because a lesser offense is all too "thinkable." Future possibilities most definitely provide alternative definitions. The indictment of 10 for N-W is fixed by criteria of what is morally required, whereas the indictment of 10 for N-N is fixed at the point of indictment by amorphous and ill-defined "experimental"criteria. Not until far along in the trial is the "real criminality" of the N-N fixed, while the "real criminality" of the N-W is fixed from the start. An indictment of 1" serves to get the court machinery underway; among its various meanings this pragmatic one is prominent, as far as N-N are concerned. No such utilitarian consideration is operative for N-W. Another pragmatic coloring in the elements which lie behind the high percentage of indictments of 10 for N-N is found in the fact that such an indictment, in that it denotes high seriousness of offense, is often intended by the white court as a terrorizing device, and hence is an instrument of white control over Negro criminality. The same intended effect of terrorization is found in indictments of 10 for N-W, but we would insist that it is not calculatedly pursued in the same sense that obtains in cases of N-N. The different principles of action might be put this way: the indictment of 10 for N-W is reasonable on the grounds that the crime is so heinous that 10 murder best describes it. The indictment of 10 for N-N is reasonable because the "actual criminality" (as the court sees it, remember) is obscure. Where the process by which an offense is finally defined, by the basic rules of trial procedure, is unidirectional such that one can go from a grave offense to a lesser offense, but not the other way around, an indictment of 10 is a way of start-
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ing at the beginning thus insuring the catch somewhere up the line. In cases of N-W we would expect to find that trial tactics serve to support or deny the original indictment, while the tactics in cases of N-N would serve to differentiate the indictment into many possible degrees of crime. Such differentiating tactics are employed for cases of W-W, but the "calculus" for W-W differs from that employed for N-N as we shall see in a moment. Falling between N-W and N-N in relative magnitude, indictments for 10 for W-W are assigned because murder is serious but also because the indictment is a beginning-of-the-line category. In the cases of W-W there is a persuasion to criminality which rests upon the regard for "the evidence." This allows a "calculus"with a difference. Like the N-N, the W-W gets an indictment which is considered "experimental"but it is experimental not on the basis of ambiguous criteria of the definition of the offense, as is the case with N-N, but is experimental on the basis of precisely defined criteria. Murder is real as a solemn crime; what is problematical is the determination of the extent of guilt, and this takes place within a situation where the court is always able to "locate" the defendant and the circumstances of the act with reference to an explicit and intimately known white code. The white man "earns" whatever he gets indicted, charged,or convicted of, and earns it within a game played according to rather rigid rules of procedure; within a game in which there is little place to hide an identity; and within a game to which he contributes as an active and seriously taken contestant. The key to the indictments for W-W is a regard employed by the court which is made up of highly differentiated and precise sentiments. The white defendant may make claims to various strategically significant identities, and in the court's view he may move from an identity of 10 murderer to 20 murderer, but the court always knows specifically what criteria must be fulfilled for the move, and whether or not the defendant has met them. Indictments for W-N are defined "experimentally" but again with another difference. Indictments are defined "experimentally" in what might be called here "residual terms," and defined on the basis of a lack of persuasion regarding the specific criminality of the offense. Insofar as the offense is defined by indictment as first degree murder, "residual" means that an indictment for first degree murder represents not so



much what the offense "is," as the court sees it, but what the offense "is not." Occasionally one finds cases, for example, of a defense attorney allowing an indictment of first degree murder to go without serious challenge and refusing a change of indictment to a lesser offense unless it be to a much less charge, on the grounds that the incongruity between the severity of a charge of first degree murder and the fact that it is a white man who killed a Negro who is being tried for this offense will be such as to increase the possibility of a total rejection of the charge by a jury of sympathetic white men. Insofar as the offense is defined by indictment as less than 10 it is an offense for which a white man who kills a Negro can be reasonably indicted; in effect, the indictment marks off an area of approximate definition. All these definitions, unlike those for N-N, are sharply delineated in the sense that alternative positions for the white defendant are fixed by deep lying sentiments of propriety of court treatment. We have then a rather paradoxical summary: N-W offenses are heinously criminal, hence the concentratedly high percentage of indictments for 1?. W-W offenses are objectively criminal, hence the high percentage of indictments for 10 and evidence of spread among the other categories of indictments. N-N offenses are ambiguously criminal, hence the concentratedly high percentage of indictments for 10. W-N offenses are experimentally or residually criminal but exclude ultimate seriousness, hence the high percentage of indictments for 1? and the spread among other indictments. The problem now faces us of accounting for the fact that each of the four offender-victim categories shows a different percentage distribution of cases remaining at indictment, charge, and conviction, and different patterns of final disposition. The pattern for N-W is marked by the great percentage of cases indicted for 10, the sustained percentages of severe charges and convictions, and the "all or none" character of the final disposition. The objective criminality of a N-W murder as far as the white community is concerned makes indictments of less than first degree murder seem morally loose. There is nothing experimental about the indictment nor the concern of the whites for the breach of law. Somebody has to pay; Justice will be done. As a member of the outgroup, as a propertyless, non-functioning member in the white community of interest, the Negro's



INTER- AND INTRA-RACIALHOMICIDES ties to the "rulers" are almost entirely bestowed; his position is weak; the white court understands him, will understand him, regardless of how he would be understood; he is hardly allowed to redefine his position to the whites; and the character of trial regard is such as to provide him with a situation in which all the strings have been tied. With this combination of factors, the percentage of charges of first degree remains high, much higher than any of the other three categories. The white court's compulsion to see Justice done makes degrees of guilt difficult. The rigidity of conception and procedure is such as to make the trial an all or none proposition. The tendency is therefore to maximized punishment or dismissal. Thus, the percentage of convictions for first and second degree murder is very much in excess of the percentages of any of the remaining offender-victim categories in all of which degrees of guilt are possible. Hence, also, the "U" shaped distribution of dispositions and the startlingly topheavy distribution of sentences. A note by way of discounting this hypothesis. One must not overlook the fact that the net thrown out after the murderof a white by a Negro catches many more Negroes than can be directly implicated in the act. Such cases are a source of the high percentage both of acquittals and convictions for lesser crimes. While this fact would serve as a discounting rule, it does not serve to destroy the hypothesis. The fact that many are called but few are chosen still leaves room for an explanation of the grounds of selection, and it is here that the all or none principle we have proposed may be of use. Cases of W-W and N-N are similar in their patterns as far as charges and convictions are concerned, with the patterns for N-N appearing as somewhat exaggerated images of the W-W patterns. Does this mean that N-N enjoy the same treatment as that affordedW-W only more so? If this is the case, then it is very difficult to make sense of the marked differences in the distribution of sentences for the two types of cases. The hypothesized regards propose that the two patterns, while they look alike, express quite different states of affairs. The difference is to be made in the fact that for the two types of cases degrees of guilt were possible. How were they possible? For W-W there was a compulsion to assign responsibility and an orientation to the ultimate end of Justice. In itself this would make for
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severity of treatment. But withal there was a certain amount of slack which resulted from secular means and consideration for "the evidence" where "the evidence" could be rendered by the contestants in the form of such concepts as "extenuating circumstances," "justifiable homicide," "understandable reaction to prolonged provocation," "moment of insanity." Such concepts, as they were used to depict the circumstances in the lives of white offenders are familiar, legitimately meaningful, acceptable or rejectable according to immediately understandable criteria, criteria which are closely circumscribed by traditional interpretive schemata, familiar in the lives of bonafide in-group members of a white moral community who had been doing business at the stand of trouble for a long time. Casting this view in other terms, one might say that insofar as cases of W-W were concerned, the court had access to a familiar, unambiguous, and extended vocabulary of persons, motives, and circumstances such that subtle discriminations of identities, motives, and circumstances would command serious consideration to eventuate then in legitimate grounds of argument or agreement. Such subtleties employed in cases of N-W would evoke a feeling of unreality or moral falseness and eventuate in indignation or reprisal; such subtleties proposed for cases of N-N would evoke incongruity and eventuate in laughter. The result of all this then was a highly discriminative type of treatment. The proprieties in matching offense and punishment were based on the highly articulated character of the meanings of defendant, offense, and circumstance. The result is that all the categories of charge, convictions, and sentences got represented, with the tendencies to severity and dismissal underlined. Herein also lies the significance of the "comb" effect in the distribution of sentences for cases of W-W. If degrees of guilt were possible for W-W, they were also possible for N-N but with a difference. Unlike the act of W-W, the act of N-N, while it was considered criminal, was seen in a context which did not provide a persuasion regardingspecific criminality. Only far along in the trial was judgment passed on the "actual criminality" of the act. The drive to assign responsibility was matched by the absence of an orientation to a sacredly considered end of Justice. It was possible to enter into tactical exchanges regarding the
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meaning of the sentiment that "Justice must be done." Unlike the cases for W-W, where the allocation of positions and the transformationsof position were based on a combination of terms and social logics which were familiar and meaningful to the whites in a context of high seriousness,the allocation of positions and transformations of positions for N-N were based on the familiarities of "contempt," on lack of seriousness, on "strangeness," on the ambiguities peculiar to pictures paintable with a small variety of colors and then in broad heavy strokes, and exemplified in the often encountered complaint, "You never really know why one nigger kills another." For W-W the changes in the definition of offense were made with full cognizance on the part of the law enforcing agencies of the "reason" and "basis" for the change. The case was revalued "as the evidence permits" as this term has meaning in the senses indicated above, whereas in the cases of N-N the change was made according to the paradigmatic formulation of one informant, "No Guilford County jury would give a nigger the chair for killing another nigger. It just doesn't seem worth it." Such a pragmatic coloring is almost the sine qua non of the mode of judgment employed by an in-group member in appraising members of an out-group as persons. It is the coloring of an attitude in which the other person as a social object is a practical rather than an ideal object. The other person is a concrete object, given to the insider as an object in just the way it presents itself. Motives are considered apparent or are not considered at all, but in any case are not problematical. The other person is an object without a personal history, and is an object which has little value apart from and is treated according to its position within a project that is to be realized. In that the white offender is a problematical figure for the court, in the sense that the court recognizes the legitimacy and necessity for understanding why the white offender "really" killed his victim, the white man is eligible for any conviction. For cases of W-W the conviction of manslaughter, for example, comes after "proper appraisal of the evidence" so that sentences are fixed by very definite sentiments, one element of which is the conception that manslaughter is a minor offense. The white man who kills another white man "earns" his conviction of manslaughter. On the other hand, this practical object, the



Negro offender, is an unproblematical figure as far as the white court is concerned. The white court in professing that "no one really knows why one nigger kills another" is expressing not only the obscurity of circumstances and motivations that the court experiences as a prominent property of the picture of Negro in-group homicides, but is expressing also the question that arises whenever one attempts to add further dimensions of meaning to an object whose practical meanings are apparent and settled: "Very interesting, but so what?" This is translatable into the court's view: The fact remains that he killed him. If the way of differentiating the meanings of offender and offense are such that the W-W can be convicted of any offense, the regard of the court for cases of N-N is such that manslaughter is peculiarly a Negro's offense. The N-N does not "earn" this conviction as does the white man. Rather, the white court assigns it to him, and assigns it on the grounds that when all interests are considered, manslaughter is the most fitting description of the crime in that it allows that homicide was committed, but that the homicide involved Negroes. Crudely put, it is as if the white court will not allow that the Negro as a person is of sufficient complexity and worth to make a conviction of 1? (and 20 insofar as such a conviction carries the element of severity of offense) reasonably representative of the moral precepts that have been violated. It is in this sense that degrees of guilt are possible. Not only are degrees of guilt possible for N-N but the lack of compulsion towards an ultimate end serves to obscure the difference between punishment and dismissal. We encounter then the feeling, "Thirty days on general principles" which is meaningful enough to be the premise of treatment. The effects of such an orientation are found in the fact that 74 percent of the cases of N-N drew convictions of 20 murder or less while 54 percent of W-W drew such convictions; only 23 percent of cases of N-N were freed while 38 percent of the cases of W-W were freed; and approximately 57 percent of the cases of N-N charged with 1? drew sentences between 0-19 years which is to be compared with 28 percent for W-W and 7 percent for N-W. Table 8 bears out the fact that if cases of N-W or W-W were called 2? murder, this meant severe punishment. Such was not the case for N-N for whom a conviction of 20 could mean light or heavy punishment. We shall be unable to fulfill the task of inter-



ANALYSIS OF POPULATIONOF SAO PAULO, BRAZIL preting the cases of W-N. The small number of cases remaining at charges and convictions would reduce our efforts to the kind of sheer speculation that would make the rest of our efforts appear by comparison as rock-founded fact. However, we can sketch the regard and predict on the basis of it what will be found when more cases are available. The residual meanings of the indictment noted before, the fact that there was nothing deeper than a derivational persuasion of the criminality of the act, the compulsion to establish the reasonable character of the act, the resources of definitive terms accessible to the courts in appraising a white defendant, and the utilitarian regard for the consequences of any judgment would lead us to expect that insofar as the crime was seen as one involving a white versus a Negro the distribution of convictions would tend heavily toward the lesser crimes. Insofar as indictments for 1? murder were
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returned, there would be marked changes at the point of charge in the direction of charges for the ambiguous "2?-or-manslaughter-as-the-evidencepermits" or charges of manslaughter or less. Indictments for lesser crimes would show relatively little change at charge but marked changes at convictions. Convictions would be for manslaughter or lesser crimes. A much larger relative percentage of acquittals than any of the other four categories would appear, and sentences would be light. Where severe punishments were meted out we would have to predict that the fact that a Negro victim had been involved had little or nothing to do with the punishment. We would expect rather that the court acted in protection of the values of the white community. The fact that a Negro had been killed would have been less important than the fact, perhaps, that the offender had committed "another crime."



A DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF THE POPULATION OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO, BRAZIL* PAUL H. PRICE VanderbiltUniversity AND
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to some extent. In the main, however, the conclusions herein presented are the results of analysis THI-HS study is an attempt to bringtogether of data collected by the Brazilian Census which was within a single paper a summary analysis taken on September 1, 1940. the of characteristics of the fundamental population of the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil. The NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION nature of the available data places limitations The population of the state of Sao Paulo was upon many aspects of the analysis but every effort 7,180,316 inhabitants according to the Census of has been made to establish facts regarding the 1940, making the state in terms of population the situation in the most careful manner possible. largest in the Brazilian Confederation. This state Materials utilized are those published by the alone contained 17.4 percent of the total populaCensus of Brazil and other data received through tion of the nation. In area the state has 247,239 individual sources. The literature concerning the square kilometers and a population density of 29.3 subject has been reviewed and has been relied upon persons per square kilometer. Only two states and the Federal District have higher man-land * This paper, a report of student research, presented ratios. The Federal District has a density per to the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Southern square kilometer of 1,526.6 persons, the state of Sociological Society, Knoxville, Tennessee, April 17, 1948, is offered as an example of collaborative research Rio de Janeiro 43.9 persons, and Alagoas 33.5 persons. The density per square kilometer for between a North and a South American worker.the nation in 1940 was 4.9. Editors. INTRODUCTION
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